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Cape Town, South Africa

7 & 8th February 2020

In early 2020, Soulfull Collective will be hosting the first South African conference on Midwifery and Dying. This two-
day gathering is an opportunity to draw together the knowledge, resources, best practices and conversations with
regard to supporting people in a holistic manner at the end of life or in the event of sudden death. The conference is
for aspiring and practising end of life doulas, nurses and those in the caring professions, including bereavement
counsellors, as well as anyone who is interested in engaging in the topic of death and dying in a thoughtful and
curious manner. Significant sponsorship is available for home based carers, public sector nurses and pensioners and
NGO discounts will apply (see Cost and Registration below).

The conference will employ a mix of talks, workshops, exploratory discussions as well as Open Space Methodology to
ensure that participants get a chance to talk about what they want to talk about with whom they want to talk, when
they want to talk. Together we’ll create a calm and nurturing retreat space that will inspire and nourish and
throughout the gathering we’ll explore opportunities to collaborate in helpful ways and continue building a
movement that is mindful, compassionate and inclusive.

THE 1ST SOUTH AFRICAN CONFERENCE ON MIDWIFERY &
DYING

PROGRAMME
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FRIDAY 7 FEBRUARY SATURDAY 8 FEBRUARY

08:00 Registration (from 08:00)

08:30 Quiet Time (optional, 08:30-09:30)

09:00 Opening and Orientation (09:00-10:00)

09:30 Speaker: Patrick Paulse - Providing Palliative Care in an

Interfaith Context (09:30-10:30)
10:00 Open Space Methodology (10:00 - 12:00) – An opportunity to

find out who wants to talk about what and co-create our agenda. Tea

will be on tap during this time while participants apply the “law of two

feet” to convene and participate in the conversations that interest

them most.

10:30 Tea

11:00 Workshops (11:00-12:30)

Robyn Sheldon – How Skills as a Birth Midwife Apply at Death

Brenda Bell – How Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy

Supports Cancer Patients

Keshnie Mathi - Wellness Counselling After Loss

Peter Fox - Mortality: The path to awakened consciousness

Siphelele Chirwa - Empowering Home Based Care Workers

11:30

12:00 Keynote Speaker: Felicity Warner - Where Angels Fear To Tread

(via live streaming from the UK 12:00-13:00)

12:30 Lunch – catered by Zizi’s Passion Foods (13:00-14:00)

13:00 Lunch – catered by Zizi’s Passion Foods (13:00-14:00)
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13:30 Speaker: Liz Gwyther (13:30 to 14:30, to be confirmed)

14:00 Workshops (14:00-15:30)

Mary Ryan – Spiritual care as an essential dimension for end of life

care

Helena Dolny - Love Legacy Dignity: why conversations about

mortality are life-affirming,

Malika Ndlovu & Michelle Meiring - When Children Die

Christine Nachtman - Reimagining Health Care Professions of the

(near) Future

Gigi Khan - Touch Therapy in Palliative Care

14:30 Exploration: How Would We Like to,Work Together?

(14:30-16:00)
15:00

15:30 Speaker: Sonwabo Jacobs - How My African Identity and Christian

Faith Enable my Work as a Spiritual Carer (15:30-16:30)
16:00 Close (16:00-16:30)

SPEAKERS

Felicity Warner

Felicity founded SOUL MIDWIVES™, a pioneering international movement in Holistic and Spiritual Palliative Care over
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20 years ago. Its gentle practices have changed the face of modern holistic and spiritual palliative care in the UK and
abroad and she has trained hundreds of people from all walks of life in her methods, which are now widely used in
hospices, hospitals and care homes around the world. Her work draws upon traditional skills, now largely forgotten,
applying them to our modern world to lovingly ease the passage of the dying, and to ensure that their death is a
dignified and peaceful experience.

Felicity is the author of four books: Gentle Dying, A Safe Journey Home, The Soul Midwives’ Handbook and The Sacred
Oils. She is the Principal of The Soul Midwives School and a Visiting Research Fellow at the University of Winchester. In
2017 Felicity was named End of Life Care Champion of the year by the National Council for Palliative Care at the
House of Lords.

Liz Gwyther

Liz Gwyther has worked tirelessly since the 1990s to deliver and promote comprehensive community-based palliative
care for people with life-threatening illnesses. Her special interests are women’s health, palliative care (particularly for
people living with HIV and AIDS), and human rights in health care.

Liz was born in Zimbabwe and studied medicine at the University of Cape Town. She started in hospice care on a
voluntary basis in 1993 and obtained the Diploma in Palliative Medicine from University of Wales, College of Medicine
(UWCM) in 1998 and the MSc in Palliative Medicine (UWCM) in 2003. Until recently she served as the CEO of Hospice
Palliative Care Association of South Africa (HPCA). In 2008, Liz was involved in the establishment of, and was elected
chairman of, the Community Based Care Coalition (CBBC) under the auspices of the Networking AIDS Community of
South Africa. The objective of the CBBC is to provide training to home-based caregivers, facilitate capacity
development, encourage the exchange of experiences, identify best practices, and advocate with the government on
caregiver issues. Her goals include to expand the reach of palliative care to all patients and families requiring that
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care within South Africa and to promote the development of palliative care worldwide.

Patrick Paulse

In his current capacity as the Spiritual Care Coordinator at St. Luke’s Combined Hospices, Patrick oversees and
supports a team of forty volunteers who work with patients from diverse backgrounds and faiths. He obtained a
Diploma in Ministry from Nazarene Bible College and worked as a Pastor and District Superintendent for the Church
of the Nazarene’s for 23 years, ultimately travelling to Botswana, Ghana, Liberia, Namibia, Nigeria and Sierra Leone to
train church leaders. Patrick also holds a BA Honours in Social Development from the University of the Western Cape
and has worked closely with NICRO and SAPS to resolve gang conflict with significant success in low-income
communities in Cape Town such as Factreton, Steenberg and Lavender Hill.

Sonwabo Jacobs

Sonwabo Jacobs trained as a minister at Cape Town Baptist Seminary and complemented this with business
qualifications. His passion for community development led him to work as a Facilitator for LoveLife’s GroundBreaker
programme, a Life Skills Educator in the after school sector and a Cluster Manager for Orphans for the Western Cape
Department of Education, as well as a Project Manager for the Border Kei Chamber of Business. From 2016 to 2019
he worked as a Spiritual Care Worker at St. Luke’s Hospice, a role which allowed him to bring all of his talents to play.
Sonwabo’s love for palliative care and deep skills in working in an interfaith and African indigenous context, make him
a superb and creative ‘end of life doula’ who has deep wisdom and broad experience to share.

!
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WORKSHOP LEADERS

Brenda Bell

Brenda works as a facilitator of mindfulness progammes. At present she words in palliative care and education.
Brenda has a long standing meditation practise and is currently completing a certificate in Mindfulness Teaching
through Stellebosch University Medical School.

Christine Nacthman

Christine is a counsellor and educator with a focus on the psycho-spiritual aspects of palliative care, a field she has
been active in for over a decade. She was part of the education department at St. Luke’s Hospice in Cape Town, where
she also served as a spiritual counsellor. Christine has been teaching at the University of Cape Town as part of the
Palliative Medicine Diploma since 2016.

In addition to her private counselling practice, Christine has a passion for assisting healthcare professionals in
cultivating better coping strategies in the face of inherent job pressures. To this end, she offers individual and group
debriefing, counselling and mentorship sessions as well as online reading seminars.

Gigi Khan

Before becoming interested and acquiring skills in the area of body work, Gigi Khan spent approximately 20 years
working at various educational institutions in Cape Town. She started her career teaching high School English, then
moved on to doing remedial teaching and finally found her home at Astra School for the Physically Disabled, as a
school psychologist. Working in a multi-disciplinary team presented her with many opportunities to witness the
power of a mind-body-spirit approach to illness and disability. Often emotional issues that seemed intractable would
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lift because a student became more mobile or regular massage by the physio caused a reduction in pain. Conversely,
sometimes chronic pain would mysteriously disappear after a breakthrough in therapy.    

Consequently, Gigi supplemented her clinical psychology skills by qualifying as a Therapeutic Aromatherapist in 1995.
She did the St. Luke’s Basic Hospice Course in 1996 and started offering massage to patients on the ward and later at
the Day Hospice at Lady Michaelis. Gigi is also a Reiki Master and has a working knowledge of polarity therapy, foot
reflexology and shiatsu.  She currently functions as the St Luke’s Complementary Care Co-ordinator and volunteers
her services at Athlone Day Hospice, Grassy Park and Mitchells Plain. 

Helena Dolny

Helena Dolny is an international executive coach based and the author of four books. Her first book, Joe Slovo: The
unfinished biography was published by Ravan Press in 1995. In 2001 Penguin published her second book, Banking on
Change, and in 2009 she edited Team Coaching: Artists at work, also published by Penguin. Her latest title, Before
Forever After, released in 2019, is a ground-breaking exploration of the subject of human mortality, and how ordinary
people deal with the inevitability of their dying, or with losing a loved one. It explores different themes, including the
often difficult choices and revelations that follow death. She is the founder of Life Legacy Dignity, an initiative to
support people of all ages to engage proactively with the conversations around their own death and those of their
loved ones. To read more about Helena please visit www.helenadolny.com

Keshnie Mathi

Keshnie Mathi is a certified counsellor, mental health advocate and a public speaker and certified facilitator and the
founder of  Founder of the Transitional and End of Life Counselling Network SA. She has created an End of Life
Counselling Course that is recognised for application for CPD points by the ASCHP, and trains a wide variety of

http://www.helenadolny.com/
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individuals in the areas of trauma, grief, loss, bereavement and End of life counselling. Keshnie’s approach is that of
wellness on a body, mind and soul basis, incorporating talk therapy, EFT interventions as well as NLP amongst other
techniques to approach fears, concerns and grief and loss in a Holistic and spiritual way. Her focus is on care, not cure
and enabling rather than dictating. 

Keshnie supports via a private practice, The Counselling Doula Soul Wellness Counselling in the areas of grief, loss,
bereavement and end of life and especially in the area of loss of children and child bereavement after loss of an adult.
Her 10 years abroad, as well as her extensive pro bono work, ensures she brings with her a wealth of experience that
is both theoretical and hands on.

Malika Ndlovu

Malika is an internationally published South African poet, playwright, performer and arts project manager, with a wide
range of experience in the Arts and Arts Management arena for over 25 years. Via her poetic memoir Invisible
Earthquake: a Woman’s Journal through Stillbirth (Modjaji Books, 2009), Malika has become a passionately vocal
advocate around pregnancy-related loss, bereavement support and maternal health. Some presentations and
collaborations: the BAHI (Borrowed Angels Healing Initiative) annual concerts, Saving Newborn Lives, Compassionate
Friends CT Chapter, Mowbray Maternity Hospital, Cape Town Midwifery & Birth Conference, Zulu Birth Project at the
Human Rights in Childbirth (HRIC) 2015 Africa Summit and the Women Deliver 2019 Conference, the world’s largest
conference on gender equality and the health, rights, and wellbeing of girls and women, held in Vancouver, Canada.
Malika‘s story and insights on this subject feature in internationally published articles and interviews incl. the Lancet
Medical Journal, SANDS (Miscarriage, Stillbirth & Newborn Death Support) newsletters, BBC World Service, the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation’s “Impatient Optimist” and WHO’s April 2017 World Health Day online campaign on
depression & other mental health issues. 
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Mary Ryan

Mary Ryan (DTh) is a theologian, an ordained priest and a care practitioner. She has worked as a home-based
caregiver so understands some of the stresses and challenges facing carers. Her interest is primarily in the support of
those who care for others. Since 2006, she ran the Women’s Table, a retreat and training programme for women
working as carers in their homes and local communities. More recently, her focus is on those working in end of life
care. She currently co-ordinates the Soul Carers Network which provides training and mentoring to carers specializing
in soul or spiritual care at the end of life.

Michelle Meiring

Dr Michelle Meiring is a Paediatrician with a special interest in Palliative Care and Chronic Pain management in
children. This interest started when she was a registrar at Chris Hani Baragwanath hospital in Soweto at the height of
the HIV/AIDS epidemic in the late 90’s. Determined to find better ways to support dying children and their families she
started her career in the NGO sector in 2003 and partnered with Hospice Wits to set up 2 children’s hospices. She
later became the director of a national NGO called Bigshoes that started hospital based paediatric palliative care
services in public hospitals in Johannesburg, Durban and Cape Town. Dr Meiring is now the CEO of Paedspal an NGO
based within the Rondebosch Medical Centre in Cape Town that provides a consultative paediatric palliative care
service to public and private hospitals in the city. Dr Meiring is also the chairperson for the South African Children’s
Palliative Care Network (known as PATCH-SA) and is part of the national steering committee appointed by the Minister
of Health to draft SA’s national palliative care policy.

Peter Fox

Reverend Peter Fox was ordained as a minister in the Presbytarian Church in 1973 and currently serves as a Minister
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in Association at the Rondebosch United Church. In 1996 he was appointed as the Spiritual Counselor at St. Luke’s
Hospice where he served for 17 years. He has been lecturing the Grief and Loss module at the South African College
of Applied Psychology for 12 years and in 2005 he co-authored the book Dying – A practical guide for the journey with
Sue Wood. Reverend Fox currently runs a private practice as a counselor for in grief and loss counseling, marriage
and divorce counseling and career counselling. and family therapy and is regarded as a specialist in in planning and
executing special rituals of transition and remembrance.

Robyn Sheldon

Robyn is a pioneer of midwifery in South African and the author of The Mama Bamba Way. In 2019 her second book,
The Liminal Lands: One woman’s journey in search of soul, was released. An experienced international teacher, Robyn
offers doula training, Soul Integration facilitator training and Soula workshops www.robynsheldon.com

Siphelele Chirwa

Siphelele Chirwa began her career training home based care workers and is currently the CEO of ACTIVATE! Change
Drivers. She has 15 years of experience in the youth development sector and prior to ACTIVATE!, she was the co-CEO
and Programme Lead Facilitator at Educo South. Siphelele trained as a Wilderness Guide with the School of Lost
Borders in California, USA and she facilitates experiential programmes in leadership, life skills and rites of passage for
young people and adults from all backgrounds. She is currently studying Project Management and Youth
Development and is a leader of the Youth Development Forum in Langa, Cape Town. Siphelele also serves as a board
member of a number of  civil society organization.

http://www.robynsheldon.com/
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COST & REGISTRATION

To register, please click here to complete our online form.

It is extremely important to us that the presenters and delegates who participate in the conference are as diverse as
possible. For this reason, the cost to paying delegates of R2,200 for this two-day conference includes full sponsorship
for one person who does not have the financial and social resources to be able to pay or to raise funding (e.g. home
based carers, public sector nurses or pensioners). We encourage those for whom this amount might be prohibitive to
reserve your place at the conference in the meantime by registering a crowdfunding campaign on our conference
page at BackaBuddy as soon as possible and to use this medium to raise the conference cost by 31 January 2020.
Paying delegates can elect to sponsor someone they know or the organisers can connect you to inspiring individuals
who need support. To start a crowdfunding campaign using BackaBuddy or to apply for sponsorship, please contact
leigh@soulfull.co.za. NGO’s are eligible to send two staff members for the price of one i.e. R2,200.

Registration closes on 1 February 2020 and an early bird discount of 15% i.e. R1,870 is applicable for the first 15
payments made (via EFT or using BackaBuddy). Please click here to complete our online registration form.
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